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Unprecedented number of whales makes  
Sri Lankan history

A Whale Watcher’s diary 
compiled by Radhieka Peeris 
based on the extensive research 
work of Howard Martenstyn - 
Director, Marine Research at the 
Centre for Research on Indian 
Ocean Marine Mammals 
(CRIOMM) who was stationed in 
Kalpitiya during the recent whale 
sightings

For the first time in our recorded history, 
an unprecedented number of  whale and 
dolphin activity has been observed in our 

waters, making National and International 
news. 

A never before recorded amount of  various 
species of  whales including the Sperm whales, 
Blue whales and Pilot whales have been spotted 
off  Kalpitiya seas, Gulf  of  Mannar (between 
Talawila and Bar Reef) this month. The 
Kalpitiya seas have been very calm in the 
mornings during this inter monsoon season, just 
prior to the oncoming South-west monsoon. 

This unique phenomenon was first noticed 
with the initial pilot whale sighting on 3 April 
when at least 70 pilot whales and 40 bottlenose 
dolphins were seen moving north in the Gulf  of  
Mannar. Blue whales not normally seen inshore 
were also recorded at 100 metre depths. 
Unprecedented history is currently in the 
making and continues to this date with record 
numbers of  Sperm whales between Talawila and 
the Bar Reef  with strong evidence of  feeding 
activities.

Below are detailed accounts of the sightings 
from Kalpitiya:

30 plus Sperm whales spotted by Maithri 
Liyanage, (between 9:45 a.m. and 11:00 a.m.) 
west of the Bar Reef outer zone boundary, where 
they were seen milling in multiple pods and  
moving North during this sighting period.

14 April

15 April

16 April

30 plus Sperm Whales spotted by Liyanage — 
the whales travelled South-west into deeper 
water during the sighting period (between 8:30 
a.m. and 11:00 a.m).

At 7:40 a.m. over 1,000 Spinner dolphins, 
(Stenella longirostris) were spotted. They have 
been noted as daily visitors to inshore waters to 
rest and socialize. They approached Martenstyn’s 
boat to bow ride and he observed some of their 
spectacular aerial behaviour including breaching, 
spinning and somersaults. 

Approximately 100 Sperm whales (different 
ones, not duplicated), were spotted by 11:00 
a.m. while at the Talawila trench — a discovery 
Martenstyn made by studying the seabed 
contours. Numerous spots dotting the mirror 
calm ocean were scattered in various group sizes 
of one to thirty. 

This is a phenomenal event because there are 
no historic records in Sri Lanka of anyone ever 
seeing anywhere close to this many Sperm 
whales in one gathering. During this time, 
Martenstyn and his crew observed whales milling 
(moving very slowly), logging (resting at the 
surface), lobtailing (slapping their enormous 
tailstock on surface), fluke-down diving while 
moving slowly, and vertical fluke up dives which 
lasted about 20 minutes. All of this indicated 
feeding which was evident by a cuttlefish of over 
3 Kg who seemed quite stunned by his boat. 
They even observed partial spyhopping (raising 
of head out of the water at about 45 degrees 
while stationary).

Around 11:28 a.m. Martenstyn encountered 
about 30 Spinner dolphins along with some of 
the Sperm whales who swam around the Sperm 
whales porpoising, spinning, and bow riding —

which appeared to be a show of playful gestures 
with the Sperm whales.

Total sighting duration was almost four hours 
over a point-to-point distance of 12 nautical 
miles at depths that varied between 95 to 190 
metres. There were no calves, young juveniles or 
bulls seen. However, boatman Joseph sighted a 
mother and calf Blue whale in deep ocean off 
Kandakuliya at 9:40 a.m.; they were seen 
travelling east towards  the shore. 

According to the Sri Lanka Navy web site it was 
noted that “A spectacular sighting of Sperm 
whales thronging the scenic Kalpitiya seas,” was 
noted by a naval craft on routine patrol at 8.30 
am on 14 April which “detected a large number 
of whales frolicking in multiple pods at a distance 
of three nautical miles west of the Bar Reef.” 

17 April

18 April

18-20 April

21 April

22 April

25 Sperm whales were sighted by Liyanage at 
9:00 a.m. reported to Martenstyn via text. The 
final sighting for the day was reported at 
11:35a.m. totaling a count of about 50 Sperm 
whales in multiple pods during the day. The 
whales travelled south-west during the sighting 
period from a depth of 115 to 250 metres.

Martenstyn checks details with the Kalpitya 
Navy to find that the whales in multiple pods 
numbered about 100 were first observed at 12:30 
p.m. moving North. He reported the 
unprecedented gathering of Sperm whales with 
video footage aired on the evening news bulletin 
on national television in all three languages.

Seas were reported as rough thus, no whale 
watching boats were reported at sea.

More than 30 Sperm whales were spotted by 
1:00 p.m. First sighting was off Kandakuliya and 

42 Sperm whales are spotted by 
Liyanage between 10:30 a.m. and 
11:55 a.m.  He had also observed 
the presence of many seabirds 
feeding at the surface along with 
the Sperm whales; he had noted 
that the Sperm whales were feeding 
because they were making shallow 
dives and were breaching, possibly 
lunge feeding. This according to the 
observations seems an unusual 
behaviour pattern for Sperm 
whales, unless they were chasing 
Tuna fish that are known to be 
plentiful in the area. Tuna is 
however, not their preferred prey 
species.

(Photos by Howard Martenstyn)

Howard Martenstyn

n Largest quantity of Sperm 
whales on record in Sri 
Lankan waters since the last 
century is 50 Sperm whales 
on 29 Jan 2010 by a whale-
watching operator on the 
South coast

n 100 Sperm whales were spot-
ted in one gathering for the 
very first time on 16 April 
2012– creating a phenomenal 
historic event

n Since this is a phenomenon of 
epic proportions, Sri Lankan 
scientists are in the process 
of examining the continued 
data flow

last sighting off Talawila — the 
Sperm whales were moving South-
west in all three sightings, accord-
ing to Liyanage’s reports.
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